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Long-Term Benefits Even After PPP

 lending business customers

Summary: Besides helping out businesses in need, community financial

institutions using the PPP for their customers will likely reap other long-term

benefits.

The Oscar Statue costs $400 to make, but it must be offered to the Academy for $1 before reselling it

elsewhere. Not a great resale value, but the benefits in receiving one go beyond that $1.

Similarly, community financial institutions (CFIs) may not be making much money by administrating small

business loans through the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP). However, many are motivated by the chance to

help small businesses survive -- while reaping other potential long-term benefits.

Long-Term Relationships. Problems with the PPP launch underlined the value of personal banking

relationships. Certain business customers missed out on the first round of funding when they encountered

issues with larger banks, which encouraged them to think more seriously about banking with a CFI.

One CFI in the Mid-Atlantic region explained the way they put their customers first. Days after the PPP was

announced, this FI outsourced and launched a small business digital loan application within 4 days, because of

the important timeliness of the PPP. Though there were still manual processes involved, hundreds of bank staff

helped guide customers through the process. As they continued to fine-tune the automation of the process,

they had the bandwidth to take on new customers too. They effectively serviced PPP customers and funded

over $1.7B in PPP approved loans.

One CFI in NY saw the PPP as a way to help both their own customers and new ones too -- business customers

that were turned away elsewhere first. "We've been using [the PPP] as a business development tool to pick up

new relationships," stated a commercial lender at this institution.

Other Loan Repayments. Besides helping out customers in need, the PPP gives CFIs the opportunity to

protect other loans they've made to small businesses. By keeping small, local operations in business, the PPP

lets CFIs contribute to the health of their business ecosystems and make it more likely that other, conventional

loans they've written to PPP recipients will be repaid.

Digital Efficiencies. Several CFIs that were successful in funding PPP loans, such as the one in the Mid-

Atlantic mentioned above, looked at the initial shortfalls of the program as opportunities. We heard other

stories of CFIs working hard to quickly get online processes established. For many, this situation shone a light

on the importance of digital platforms and continuing to improve workflows and user experiences, even after

the initial PPP application process was completed. According to an American Banker webinar poll, 53% of

bankers stated that their institution's small business lending automation and digital capabilities were ready to

support small businesses in today's environment.

This sudden need, while jarring for some, gave other CFIs an unprecedented chance to fine-tune their digital

customer experience. By working through multiple iterations of their virtual offerings now, CFIs have the

opportunity to end the pandemic not only with PPP-funded customers, but also with refined online and app-

based ways of helping customers.
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ASSESS PROFITABILITY THROUGH THE CRISIS

Profitability FIT is a profitability solution that measures performance on both a customer relationship and an

account basis. With PPP and loan modifications, this is key. Contact us today for more information.
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